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Abstract. This work is carried out with the purpose developing the funda-
mental breast cancer early differential diagnosis foundations based on modeling
the spatio-temporal temperature distribution using the microwave radiothermome-
try method and intelligent analysis of the data obtained. The article deals with the
machine learning application in the microwave radiothermometry data analysis.
The problems associated with the construction of mammary glands temperature
fields computer models for patients with various diagnostics classes, are also
discussed. With the help of a computer experiment, based on the machine learn-
ing algorithms set (logistic regression, naive Bayesian classifier, support vector
machine, decision tree, gradient boosting, K-nearest neighbors, etc.) usage, the
mammary glands temperature fields computer models set adequacy.

Key words: microwave radiothermometry, machine learning, computer sim-
ulation, data mining, breast cancer.

Introduction

Currently, mathematical modeling and machine learning methods are actively used
in developing new medical diagnostics systems. In particular, this approach provides the
opportunity to create effective functional diagnostics methods based on the measurement,
description and interpretation of the human body physical field parameters. However, the
medicine instrumental base development has led to the fact that problems in the diagnostic
solution formulation in most cases arise not due to a lack of information, but due to insuf-
ficient methods efficiency for its processing. The problems solution provides the systems
creation for the medical data interpretation and analysis [1]. Such systems, using machine
learning methods and algorithms, should help specialists in making diagnoses and predicting
the diseases development [2].

At the same time, one of the most difficult and urgent medicine problems is the breast
diseases early diagnosis problem. Breast cancer is the most common cancer among women.
The solution to the increasing survival through early disease detection seems to be quite
obvious. Promising methods for increasing breast cancer early diagnosis efficiency is the
microwave radiothermometry method [3].

This study was carried out within the direction framework, whose main goal is to
develop the breast diseases early differential diagnosis fundamental foundations based on
modeling the space-time temperature distribution using the microwave radiothermometry
method and obtained data intelligent analysis.
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It is known that human tissues, like any heated body, emit electromagnetic oscillations
in a wide frequency range. In this case, the radiation spectrum and the tissue’s own electro-
magnetic radiation intensity in the microwave range is determined by both the temperature
distribution and the absorption and reradiation in physically inhomogeneous tissues. The
situation is complicated by the fact that at the human body temperature, the maximum
radiation falls on the near infrared range, the spectrum, which is formed on the biological
tissue surface. And the information about the internal temperature distribution at a several
centimeters depth is due to longer wavelength radiation, which is magnitude weaker orders.
Thus, by measuring this radiation, we obtain extremely important information about the
internal tissues and skin stat. This is the main microwave radiothermometry (RTM) method
idea, based on the tissue’s intrinsic radiation measurement in the microwave and infrared
(IR) wavelength ranges. Over the past two decades, this method has become widespread in
various medicine fields [4]. At the same time, it’s practical application analysis has iden-
tified a number of problems that require solutions. First of all, the need arose to develop
adequate computer physical and mathematical models for studying the spatial and temporal
temperature fields dynamics in the biological mammary gland tissues. In recent years, dur-
ing theoretical research, a number of mathematical models have been created that describe
the temperature distribution in human organs [4–7]. Including in works [5–7], when mod-
eling, the main macroscopic factors determining thermal dynamics were taken into account.
Instead of traditionally used models with homogeneous parameters in a multilayer approx-
imation (usually limited to four tissue types - skin, muscles, mammary gland, tumors), a
close to realistic geometric tissues structure with heterogeneous characteristics was used in
the simulation. The developed models also took into account filamentary connective tissues,
breast lobules, nipple, excretory ducts, and adipose tissue. Note that a large number of in-
put physical parameters seriously complicates the modeling process, but, at the same time,
significantly increases the model adequacy. In real conditions, the parameters values spread
lies within very wide limits. Also in the study, based on in-depth medical data analysis
and using machine learning algorithms, an algorithm for validating a simulation model was
proposed [6].

On the other hand, in recent years, the possibilities of using machine learning algo-
rithms in the formulation and a diagnostic solution based on microwave radiothermometry
data substantiation have been actively studied [2; 4; 8–11]. It was quickly established that an
attempt to make a diagnosis using artificial intelligence methods based solely on temperature
data does not provide the required sensitivity and specificity. Thermometric feature spaces
various versions have been proposed [2; 10]. Their construction is based on a descriptive hy-
pothesis set about the temperature fields behavior in patients of different diagnostic classes.
In particular, for patients with pathology, there is an increased thermoasymmetry value be-
tween the same mammary glands points; increased temperature spread between individual
points in the affected mammary gland; increased nipple temperature in the affected mam-
mary gland compared to the average breast temperature, taking into account age-related
changes in temperature; the skin and depth temperatures ratio and some others. During the
study, the quantitative thermometric factors characteristics were discovered and described.
A number of classification algorithms were built on the attribute spaces basis. In particular,
the most efficient classification algorithms based on logistic regression showed sensitivity
and specificity in the region of 0.65–0.7 [10]. As expected, the artificial neural networks
usage gives a fairly high efficiency. However, here, too, specific input signal preprocessing
based on the corresponding feature spaces [10] made it possible to significantly increase
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the accuracy. Namely, the combined modeling functions and the anamnesis results usage
in the first layer, proposed in [11], made it possible to increase the classifier efficiency by
more than 10 percent compared to using only temperature values in the input layer [2]. The
sensitivity and specificity in the artificial neural network model proposed in [11] reached
values of 0.8–0.85.

1. Mathematical and numerical models

We simulate temperatures on the surface and inside the breast. Our heat dynamics
model is based on the Pennes equation [12] in a three-dimensional setting

𝜚(�⃗�)𝑐𝑝(�⃗�)
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑡
= ∇⃗

(︁
λ(�⃗�)∇⃗𝑇

)︁
+

∑︁
𝑗

𝑄𝑘(�⃗�) , (1)

where 𝑇 (�⃗�) is the temperature at the point �⃗� = {𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧}, ∇⃗ is differential operator nabla, heat
source 𝑄𝑘 > 0 for 𝑘 = {met, can, . . . } and 𝑄𝑟𝑎𝑑 < 0, 𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 is temperature of environment,
𝑆0(�⃗�) is the boundary of biological tissue, �⃗� is unit normal vector. The equation specifies
the boundary conditions between biological tissue and environment

�⃗�(�⃗�) · ∇⃗𝑇 =
ℎ𝑎𝑖𝑟

λ(�⃗�)
· (𝑇 − 𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟) . (2)

Let us determine initial temperature distribution in order to reveal uniqueness of solution

𝑇 |𝑡=0 = 𝑇0(�⃗�). (3)

The finite element method is used to calculate spatial distribution of the thermodynamic
temperature. We find solution to the problem in form of an expansion in system of basis
functions {γ𝑗}𝑁𝑗=1

𝑇ℎ(�⃗�, 𝑡) =
𝑁∑︁
𝑗=1

𝑇𝑗(𝑡)γ𝑗(�⃗�). (4)

After transformations, we get a system of ordinary differential equations

𝑁∑︁
𝑗=1

⎛⎝𝜕𝑇𝑗

𝜕𝑡

∫︁
𝑉0

𝜚(�⃗�)𝑐𝑝(�⃗�)γ𝑖γ𝑗𝑑𝑉 + 𝑇𝑗

∫︁
𝑉0

λ(�⃗�)∇γ𝑖 · ∇γ𝑗𝑑𝑉

⎞⎠−
∫︁
𝑉0

𝑄𝑘γ𝑖𝑑𝑉 = 0, 𝑖 = 1, ..., 𝑁,

(5)
or in matrix form

[𝐺]
𝜕

𝜕𝑡
{𝑇}+ [𝑀 ]{𝑇} = {𝑃}, (6)

where 𝐺𝑖𝑗 =
∫︀
𝑉0

𝜚(�⃗�)𝑐𝑝(�⃗�)γ𝑖γ𝑗𝑑𝑉 , 𝑀𝑖𝑗 =
∫︀
𝑉0

λ(�⃗�)∇γ𝑖 · ∇γ𝑗𝑑𝑉 and 𝑃𝑖 =
∫︀
𝑉0

𝑄𝑘γ𝑖𝑑𝑉 .

In finite element method terminology, [M] is the stiffness matrix and [G] is the damp-
ing matrix. At the first stage, the region 𝑉0 is divided into finite elements 𝑉𝑒. After that,
local basis functions are selected in each element. The implicit scheme for this problem is
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[𝐺]
{𝑇} − {𝑇}

τ
+ [𝑀 ]{𝑇} = {𝑃}. (7)

We use a diagonal damping matrix for this scheme. To obtain the values of the nodal
temperatures at the next time layer, we solve a system of linear algebraic equations

[𝐴]{𝑇} = {𝑏}, (8)

where

[𝐴] =
1

τ
[𝐺𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔] + [𝑀 ], {𝑏} = {𝑃}+ 1

τ
[𝐺𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔]{𝑇}, (9)

where [𝐺𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔] is a diagonal damping matrix.
If a boundary condition of first kind is specified on a part boundary of the region, then

temperature at corresponding sides is determined by equation 𝑇𝑖 = 𝑇1(�⃗�, 𝑡). We used a mesh
of tetrahedrons as finite elements.

We define a complex circulatory network, in contrast to the classical biothermal equa-
tion, in which blood flows are evenly distributed throughout the entire volume of biological
tissue. The blood vessels are heat sources in our model, and they have a temperature of
37∘ C. The radio-microwave thermometry method is based on the concept of brightness
temperature [13]. The brightness temperature is different from the thermodynamic temper-
ature. Therefore, to build an adequate simulation model of the process of measuring the
temperature of biological tissue, it is necessary to use equation

𝑇 𝑖
𝐵 =

∫︁
𝑉0

𝑇 (�⃗�)
𝑃𝑑(�⃗�, 𝑓)∫︀

𝑉0
𝑃𝑑(�⃗�, 𝑓) 𝑑𝑉

𝑑𝑉, (10)

where 𝑃𝑑 =
1

2
σ(�⃗�, 𝑓) ·

⃒⃒⃒
�⃗�(�⃗�, 𝑓)

⃒⃒⃒2
is electromagnetic power density, �⃗� is electric field vector,

𝑖 ∈ [0, 8] are points according to examination method for right breast (see fig. 2(a)).
To construct a stationary electric field distribution, it is convenient to solve the time-

dependent Maxwell equations and as the result to obtain the stationary-state:

𝜕�⃗�

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑟𝑜𝑡(�⃗�) = 0 ,

𝜕�⃗�

𝜕𝑡
− 𝑟𝑜𝑡(�⃗�) = 0 , �⃗� = µ�⃗� , �⃗� = ε�⃗� , (11)

where �⃗� is magnetic induction, �⃗� is electric field strength, �⃗� is electric induction, �⃗�
is magnetic field strength, ε(�⃗�) is the dielectric constant, µ(�⃗�) is magnetic permeability.
Algorithm for approach to solving problem see fig.1.

An important feature our models is variability of the physical parameters of biocompo-
nents. This is due to a number of factors:

• a large individual variation in measured values due to gender, age and other differences;

• the complexity object of measurement, ambiguity of the relationships between mea-
sured biophysical and corresponding biomedical characteristics;

• the impossibility of measuring some characteristics of tissues without violating the
integrity of organism;

• small absolute values of measured values at high levels of internal noise.

Thus, we create a dataset that contains the results of computational experiments.
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Fig. 1. Algorithm for calculating brightness temperature in mammary gland and post-processing.
In the first step, we create geometry of breast in 3D and build a tetrahedral finite element mesh.
Calculation is divided into two branches after initial and boundary conditions are declared. First
branch is calculation of thermodynamic temperature based on equation (1). Second branch is

calculation of electric field distribution in mammary gland according to equation (11). At the last
stages, the brightness temperature is calculated using equation (10) and processing and analysis of

obtained data is carried out

Fig. 2. a) Scheme used in simulation of brightness temperatures for right breast. b) Internal
temperature distribution for a model with a 1 cm radius tumor located at point “3”. c) Surface
temperature distribution for a model with a tumor with a radius of 1 cm located at point “3”

2. Machine learning in analysis of microwave radiothermometry data

This paper proposes a model for the existing method modernization for diagnosing breast
cancer using microwave radiothermometry data. It is assumed that the method will be based
on a hybrid technology founded on thermal fields mathematical modeling and thermometric
data intelligent analysis. At the first stage, it is planned to measure temperatures in the
IR and RTM ranges based on the existing standard methodology. Further, using Data
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Mining methods, the presumptive diagnosis and possible malignant neoplasms location are
determined. At the next stage, using appropriate computer models, it is planned to measure
internal and surface temperatures using a modified technique. New thermometric data will
significantly improve the forecast for the temperature fields behavior inside the mammary
glands. However, this approach places extremely high demands on the temperature data set
quality obtained using computer simulation.

Fig. 3. The structure of data set that are used for classification problem using machine learning
methods.

Checking the model adequacy, in particular, its validation, was carried out as follows.
Two thermometric databases were considered: the original database, i.e. obtained in cancer
centers, and a model database obtained using computer modeling. The first includes thermo-
metric data on 109 healthy right mammary glands (MG) and 27 patients with right breast
cancer. The second includes thermometric data on 159 healthy and 160 patients with right
breast. The choice of right MGs is solely due to the fact that a fairly large computer models
set was calculated specifically for right MGs. Further, from these bases, four training and
test samples groups were created. Group A training sample included half healthy and sick
people from the original database, and the test sample included all the data from the model
database. Group B training set included 90% data from the model database, and the test set
- all data from the original database. Group C training sample included half healthy and sick
patients from the original database, all the rest were included in the test sample. Group D
training set included half healthy and sick people from the original database and all model
data, and the test set included the rest of the original database (see fig. 3). The classifica-
tion was carried out using the following algorithms: K-nearest neighbors, naive Bayesian
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classifier, decision tree, random forest, logistic regression, gradient boosting, support vector
machine. The following results were obtained. Sensitivity (𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠) reflects proportion of
positive results that are correctly identified as such. Sensitivity of a diagnostic test indi-
cates the likelihood that a sick subject will be classified as sick. Specificity (𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐) reflects
proportion of negative results that are correctly identified as such. The geometric mean
between sensitivity and specificity was used as a effectiveness (𝑒𝑓𝑓) measure. In addition,
we present dispersion values (𝑑𝑖𝑠).

𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑃
, 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐 =

𝑇𝑁

𝑁
, 𝑒𝑓𝑓 =

√︀
𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠 · 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐, (12)

where 𝑇𝑃 is number of sick patients identified by test, 𝑃 is number of real positive cases
in data, 𝑇𝑁 is number of healthy patients identified by test, 𝑁 is number of real negative
cases in data.

Results of classification using various machine learning algorithms for created groups.

Classifier Group A Group B Group C Group D
𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝑑𝑖𝑠 𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝑑𝑖𝑠 𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝑑𝑖𝑠 𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝑑𝑖𝑠

K-nearest neighbors 0.56 0.06 0.6 0.03 0.45 0.07 0.63 0.08
naive Bayesian classifier 0.61 0.11 0.73 0.02 0.68 0.02 0.8 0.07
decision tree 0.64 0 0.58 0.04 0.68 0.03 0.73 0.02
random forest 0.62 0 0.59 0.04 0.63 0.01 0.74 0
logistic regression 0.67 0.07 0.63 0.03 0.79 0.02 0.8 0.06
gradient boosting 0.62 0.05 0.57 0.02 0.49 0.02 0.81 0.02
support vector machine 0.33 0 0.31 0.01 0.79 0.13 0.8 0.02

In group A, the best results were obtained using logistic regression and decision tree.
Their effectiveness measure is 0.67 and 0.64, respectively.

In group B, the best results were obtained using the naive Bayesian classifier (efficiency
measure — 0.73) and logistic regression (efficiency measure — 0.63). In group C, the best
results were obtained using logistic regression, where the effectiveness measure was 0.79.
Sufficiently good results were shown by the support vector machine (efficiency measure —
0.71), as well as a naive Bayesian classifier and decision tree (efficiency measure — 0.68).

In group D, the best results were obtained using algorithms: gradient boosting (effi-
ciency measure — 0.81), support vector machine (efficiency measure — 0.8), naive Bayesian
classifier (efficiency measure — 0.8) and logistic regression (efficiency measure — 0.8). The
general results are presented in the Table.

It can be assumed that the efficiency measure in the first groups decreased in compar-
ison with the works results [10] and [11] due to a decrease in the feature space. Namely,
the thermoasymmetry indicators, one of the most effective feature space elements, were not
used. The latter poses the problem of developing paired organs computer models in aggre-
gate. Signs based on pivot point and axillary temperatures were also not used. In addition,
when compared with the results obtained on the neural networks basis, most of the history
data (age, weight index, etc.) were not used.
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3. Conclusions and future work

However, in general, the results obtained show high sufficiently computer models adequacy
degree the obtained in [5–7], the possibility of their use in a hybrid method development for
diagnosing breast cancer based on microwave radiothermometry data.

At present, most expert systems offer their solutions to doctor either in a deterministic
form of an unambiguous conclusion or in form of probabilistic estimates of each possible
diagnoses. A new approach to creation of diagnostic systems that explain decision made
looks much more promising. More interest is development of advisory intelligent systems,
that is expert systems containing a mechanism for explaining and justifying proposed solu-
tions in a language understandable to user. Mathematical and computer modeling makes it
possible to substantiate temperature anomalies in biological tissues. Development of a new
method for diagnosis of breast diseases based on the combination original data and model
data. Another direction of development is creation of paired models of mammary glands.
Temperature asymmetry is an important diagnostic feature using microwave thermometry,
therefore, modeling of both left and right breast will lead to the development of methods for
diagnosing breast cancer.

NOTE
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AL and AK are grateful to Russian Science Foundation (grant RFBR No. 19-01-00358) for
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Аннотация. Настоящая работа выполнена в рамках направления, ос-
новной целью которого является разработка фундаментальных основ ранней
дифференциальной диагностики рака молочной железы на основе модели-
рования пространственно-временного распределения температур с помощью
метода микроволновой радиотермометрии и интеллектуального анализа по-
лучаемых данных. Рассматриваются вопросы применения методов машинного
обучения в анализе данных микроволновой радиотермометрии. Также обсуж-
даются проблемы построения компьютерных моделей температурных полей
молочных желез пациенток различных диагностических классов. С помощью
компьютерного эксперимента, на базе использования набора алгоритмов ма-
шинного обучения (логистическая регрессия, наивный байесовский класси-
фикатор, метод опорных векторов, дерево решений, градиентный бустинг,
K-ближайших соседей и др.), доказана адекватность набора компьютерных
моделей температурных полей молочных желез.

Ключевые слова: микроволновая радиотермометрия, машинное обуче-
ние, компьютерное моделирование, интеллектуальный анализ данных, рак мо-
лочной железы.
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